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I, Brian David Hill, declare pursuant to Title 28 U.S.C. § 1746 and subject to 

the penalties of perjury, that the following is true and correct: 

I am Brian D. Hill. I like to file this sentencing letter in regard to Jonathon 

Owen Shroyer (“Owen Shroyer”) in his criminal case in the United States District 

Court for the District of Columbia (Washington, DC). This is in regards to how he 

had treated me, my witness statements in this letter as to his character which may 

be helpful at his sentencing hearing, and any helpful background information to 

explain how it relates to Owen Shroyer and/or to the issues involving me calling 

into Owen Shroyer’s show, and as to how he presented me calling into his show 

which was different than how he had treated normal callers calling into his show. 

I am aware that Owen Shroyer was made aware of my case or situation prior 

to me calling into his show but that was a long time ago so I cannot remember too 

well as I had been subject to carbon monoxide gas from October, 2017, until 

September 20, 2018. I will do the best that I can for this sentencing letter. I had 

reviewed over a video of me calling into Owen Shroyer’s show to help me 

remember and to make a quick partial transcript when referencing something for 

this sentencing letter as to Owen Shroyer. 

I may be almost too late to file this sentencing letter so it is being filed with 

Owen Shroyer's attorney Norman Pattis, because I feel that it is appropriate 

whether it gets filed with the Court or not. At least Owen Shroyer's attorney will 
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see this letter, and it will be filed with him as it is the job of an attorney to be given 

any sentencing letters in support of his client Owen Shroyer.  I am filing this with 

him as an officer of the Court. I may also serve a copy of this sentencing letter with 

the opposing counsel as well. I will ask whether I need to mail a copy to the Clerk 

of the Court as well, or just let Norman Pattis (counsel for the Defendant) and the 

U.S. Attorney Government counsel (counsel for the Plaintiff) discuss whether to 

file this sentencing letter to be taken into consideration for Owen Shroyer since this 

is being filed with the officer of the court (counsel) almost on the date of the 

sentencing for the Defendant Owen Shroyer which I believe may be on the date of 

September 12, 2023. 

I am writing to this Court about Owen Shroyer's character. At least what I 

know and felt about him for having me call into his show hosted on the Infowars 

broadcasting studio back on the date of September 13, 2017. I also called into his 

show again on January 15, 2018. 

I am aware that Owen Shroyer, the Defendant, is a news reporter or anchor 

or talk show host for Infowars.com. I had my photo taken with Alex Jones of 

Infowars.com and Stewart Rhodes of Oath Keepers at the Hyatt Place Chantilly 

Dulles Airport-South hotel in Virginia on the date of June, 2012. My photo was 

taken by my mother Roberta Hill who was also present at the Hyatt Place hotel 

whenever I had met Alex Jones and Stewart Rhodes in person for the first time in 
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my life whenever I was 22 years old. It was in the lobby of that hotel where I had 

first met Alex Jones and Stewart Rhodes in person. It was a happy time for me 

whenever I had met them because I was alternative media and I had ultimately 

hoped for becoming more and more recognized as an alternative media journalist 

against the New World Order agenda. This is relevant to Owen Shroyer because I 

am aware that Alex Jones is the boss of Owen Shroyer. I am aware that Owen 

Shroyer works for Alex Jones, at least I believe that is the case unless I am wrong 

here. I am aware that Alex Jones had started Infowars.com and had started the War 

Room show on the Infowars network.  

This is relevant since I am aware that Owen Shroyer, the Defendant works 

for Infowars and that he works for Alex Jones of Infowars.com. I have mild autism 

spectrum disorder, so I am doing the best I can from memory. 

Photo is on the next page. 
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After I was set up with child porn in 2012. I had received multiple 

tormail.org threatening email messages which were reported to Assistant Attorney 

General (North Carolina) Joy Strickland who had worked for the North Carolina 

Department of Justice at the time I had reported the threat emails to her, if I am 

remembering correctly. 

The threatening tormail.org emails I had received in 2013 were posted at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20230515093703/https://wearechange.org/case-brian-

d-hill/ by a journalist. 

Figure 1: Brian D. Hill (left), Alex Jones (center), and Stewart Rhodes 

(right) 

https://web.archive.org/web/20230515093703/https:/wearechange.org/case-brian-d-hill/
https://web.archive.org/web/20230515093703/https:/wearechange.org/case-brian-d-hill/
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I was charged in the United States District Court for the Middle District of 

North Carolina with a single count charge of possession of child pornography. 

Case no. 1:13-cr-435-1, originally tried under the Honorable William Lindsey 

Osteen Junior. The indictment was on November 25, 2013. I was wrongfully 

convicted (in my opinion) on November 12, 2014. 

I believe personally that I have been framed back in the year of 2012 with 

child pornography while I had lived in the Town of Mayodan in North Carolina. I 

didn't see any actual proof from the U.S. Attorney's own discovery materials of 

contradictions or even anything showing a lack of a solid slam dunk evidence 

thereof which does at least support my belief of being set up until the day came on 

January 22, 2015 when I was with my family members Roberta Hill, Stella 
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Forinash, and Kenneth Forinash at the attorney office of John Scott Coalter in 

Greensboro, NC. After we all as witnesses saw the discovery evidence materials 

and had reviewed over them (except only me had heard the audio cd in the 

discovery materials with Mr. Placke in 2014 if I had remembered correctly), we 

knew the case was not a slam dunk case of proving me guilty beyond a reasonable 

doubt but was a wrongful conviction for me. For that I had to try to inform 

Infowars back then to let them know that I was innocent of child porn possession 

because it was a set up. I had to inform Infowars at some point of my wrongful 

conviction as the prosecution in my family’s belief had holes in the case when my 

grandma Stella Forinash, grandpa Kenneth Forinash, and my mother Roberta Hill 

had all reviewed over the discovery documents. I will explain what I know and 

why I had decided to call in to Owen Shroyer’s (Defendant’s) talk show to get him 

to cover my case or give me a reasonable allotment of time on his broadcast to talk 

about my federal criminal case, about me being set up. 

I later found out things after reading certain specific discovery materials for 

the first time in my life which Mr. Eric David Placke (my court appointed attorney) 

never reviewed over with me before begging me to take a guilty plea. I had seen 

certain discovery materials by the federal prosecution for the first time in my life 

on the date of January 22, 2015, at John Scott Coalter’s office. One such thing was 

the North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation case file on myself. I found out 
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from reading that document, that for 11 months after my computer was seized by 

Mayodan Police Department, it continued downloading until July 28, 2013. 

I took a guilty plea because I had ineffective counsel, and I wanted to 

explain that which was why I had intended to call into Owen Shroyer’s broadcast 

show known as “The War Room with Owen Shroyer”. I did have proof that I was 

framed with child pornography and it wasn’t just proof of the threatening emails 

which would show reasonable doubt but the real proof was in my discovery 

evidence material and was reported in my FOIA lawsuit on public record. 

I found in the State Bureau of Investigation (SBI) forensic case file that there 

were download dates between July 20, 2012, and July 28, 2013. It said: 

CITATION: eMule Known.met: The Known.net saves all files eMule knows 

of whether they are shared files, files currently in the download list, or downloaded 

in the past. For every file, information like file size, file name, hash sets, hash 

values, and some statistics are saved. From the analysis, this record showed that 

454 files had been downloaded with the eMule program between July 20, 2012, 

and July 28, 2013. This record also showed that files were shared with other users 

and the number of times each file was shared. 

 

This information quoted above is not secret and this Court has nothing to 

worry about for me citing this quotation. It was revealed in my criminal case and 

the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) lawsuit in Western District of Virginia 

civil case no. 4:17-cv-00027, Brian David Hill v. Executive Office for United 

States Attorneys (EOUSA). So, the information was in public record, still is in the 
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public record on PACER, and that information about the Known.met eMule 

download dates from the FOIA lawsuit case is not designated as 

classified/confidential in the public record from that case. So, this information is 

being stated as fact. See also Document #136-1, Filed 12/04/17 Page 9-10 of 19, 

Middle District of North Carolina, case no. 1:13-cr-435-1. 

My computer was seized by search warrant on August 28, 2012, and so the 

alleged supposed child pornography files were downloading for 11 months after 

my computer was already seized by Police from the Town of Mayodan, in North 

Carolina. 11 months of the download dates I didn’t possess the computer with the 

eMule.exe application file as it continued downloading while in law enforcement 

custody. That is my best finding in the discovery evidence which would show that 

I was framed with child pornography. 

Here is what I am aware of about Owen Shroyer's character and the 

background surrounding why I would even try to see if Owen Shroyer would help 

me or at least get my story out while he was and still is the host of The War Room 

with Owen Shroyer: 

Almost everybody at Infowars (with the exception of Owen Shroyer at least 

when I had called into his show two times when Owen Shroyer was the host of that 

show those two separate times, I had called in. I remember that I may have called 

a third time when somebody else was hosting his show and not Owen Shroyer on 
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the third time I had called in, cannot remember that date) pretty much turned 

against me after I was framed with child porn, despite the fact that Alex Jones 

threw an anger fit live on the Alex Jones Show with Attorney Norman Pattis 

(Disclaimer: Link and title given by my family to me to type out: 

https://archive.org/details/AlexJonesChildPornSetUp  Video of Alex Jones 

emotional angry rants over child porn set up attempt in 2019.). Alex Jones ranted, 

made angry emotional rants and remarks live on air after the FBI was contacted by 

the other side in a civil lawsuit case over allegations of child pornography in an 

unopened email where the FBI said Alex was the victim from what I had heard 

when my family downloaded and gave me a copy of the video containing the entire 

show including that segment. So, I was made aware in 2019 about the set-up 

attempt on Owen Shroyer’s boss, Alex Jones. That needed to be noted in this 

sentencing letter as I was also a set up victim, just like Alex Jones was a victim. 

See https://www.activistpost.com/2019/06/can-of-worms-infowars-targeted-

by-child-porn-and-msm-not-the-first-time-alternative-journalists-set-up.html 

(Disclaimer: Link and title given by my family to me to type out) 

I had made the decision to call into Owen Shroyer's political talk show “The 

War Room with Owen Shroyer” on both 9/13/2017 and 1/15/2018. First time I had 

called in, Owen Shroyer was aware of my case and even introduced me when I had 

called in. He knew what I was calling in about, at least he had information but 

https://archive.org/details/AlexJonesChildPornSetUp
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/06/can-of-worms-infowars-targeted-by-child-porn-and-msm-not-the-first-time-alternative-journalists-set-up.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/06/can-of-worms-infowars-targeted-by-child-porn-and-msm-not-the-first-time-alternative-journalists-set-up.html
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allowed me to tell my story from my own words. I felt like he did the right thing 

for me. 

He introduced that I was attacked “from the left”. Here is a partial 

transcription from me, it may be imperfect but the U.S. District Court and all 

parties can review over Defendant introducing me to tell my story in a limited time 

that he was able to have me on his show. 

CITATION FROM: 

https://archive.org/details/USWGO_War_Room_Owen_Shroyer Brian D. Hill of 

USWGO Alt News on WAR ROOM SHOW (1st HOUR) Wednesday 9/13/2017 

(Disclaimer: Link and title given by my family to me to type out): 

PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT from Brian D. Hill: 

Owen Shroyer: “Alright, let's go to this caller, so...this caller 

has been under attack from the left, and I am not even going to try to 

tell his story. We'll try to have him tell his story. But try to make it 

quick Brian because we don't have a lot of time. Tell the audience 

about the attack that you are under right now for being an independent 

journalist." 

Brian said: "umm...Thank You Owen Shroyer..." (then the rest 

of the show segment where I had called in can be watched as my 

family had provided me with the link to provide to this Court in this 

sentencing letter) 

 

and I had talked about as much of my story as I could on that day and on the 

day that I actually spoke with the Defendant, Owen Shroyer, who had given me a 

great opportunity to tell people what I had felt was going on with me being framed 

https://archive.org/details/USWGO_War_Room_Owen_Shroyer
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with child porn in order to ruin me and shut down USWGO Alternative News 

which was hosted at uswgo.com domain name. See 

https://web.archive.org/web/20120821043641/http://uswgo.com/  

(Disclaimer: Link and title given by my family to me to type out) 

He was nice enough to give me time on his show for me to present my story 

that I was framed with child porn and at the time I had initiated a Freedom of 

Information Act (“FOIA”) lawsuit over my discovery materials in my criminal 

case. I later had learned from that lawsuit that the State Bureau of Investigation 

case file was permanently destroyed and covered up despite providing proof to the 

U.S. District Court in Danville, VA through filings that Eric David Placke had 

admitted in transcript as to the discovery materials, that the North Carolina State 

Bureau of Investigation (“SBI”) case file and Mayodan Police report were both in 

PDF file formats and were printed by the Assistant Federal Public Defender named 

Eric David Placke. Despite the fact I had proven the existence of the destroyed 

materials, the judge refused to let me get access to my own discovery evidence 

material which was covered up after I had found out that it made a claim on Page 

IV that “454 files had been downloaded with the emule program between July 20, 

2012, and July 28, 2013”. Yet my computer was seized on August 28, 2012. So, 

for 11 months after my computer was seized, according to the SBI report's own 

words, alleged child porn aka images or videos of interest or files of interest kept 

https://web.archive.org/web/20120821043641/http:/uswgo.com/
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downloading from emule.exe for 11 months after my computer was seized by 

Mayodan Police in North Carolina. 

My family reviewed over the entire report and we had all understood that 

they had no documented confirmations in any affidavit of whether or not there was 

actual confirmed child pornography. I had plead guilty at the time without ever 

reviewing over the State Bureau of Investigation case file until after my plea of 

guilty. I had plead guilty at the time without ever reviewing over the Mayodan 

Police report file on myself until after my plea of guilty. The search warrant which 

was used to seize my computer was never in the discovery evidence materials, 

which my family and me had combed through those papers and could not find a 

photocopy of the search warrant in the discovery materials at Mr. Coalter’s office. 

I had to file a photocopy of the executed search warrant in my federal case in 2015 

attached to a pro se filing I had filed back then, because that was never in the 

discovery and this may mean that the Grand Jury in my child porn case had never 

seen the search warrant which was even for the basis on the search and seizure on 

the date of August 28, 2012. I truly believe that I was convicted by a fraudulent 

prosecution if not a flawed prosecution where there are contradictions and other 

issues which should have had me found not guilty had I been given effective 

counsel in 2014. 
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Owen Shroyer, the Defendant was kind enough to let me talk about my case 

for over 3 minutes. Normally on Infowars like the Alex Jones Show for example, 

they get a lot of those who call into their talk shows. Owen Shroyer gave me more 

time to tell what I felt was the truth at the time. I still feel like I had told the truth 

even till this day, that I was set up with child porn for the sole purpose of ruining 

my life, and forcing me to shut down USWGO Alternative News at uswgo.com. 

Again see https://web.archive.org/web/20120821043641/http://uswgo.com/  

(Disclaimer: Link and title given by my family to me to type out) 

Owen Shroyer, the defendant in this case, He did let me call into his show 

again and bring up more statements about my federal case. He did so when almost 

everybody else at Infowars had turned against me including both Rob Dew and 

Darrin McBreen. Darrin McBreen another Infowars employee who blocked my 

phone number back in 2018. Darrin told me that he was going to block me while I 

was talking with Darrin McBreen over the phone in 2018 in the presence of my 

mother Roberta Hill. I cannot remember the exact day due to the carbon monoxide 

exposure I had been under in 2018 at my residence and at my mother's residence in 

the year of 2018. 

Many in the alternative media including Infowars had to the best of my 

belief had turned against me just over the nature of what I was charged with which 

would be dubbed the terminology of “stigmatization”, likely thinks or believes I 

https://web.archive.org/web/20120821043641/http:/uswgo.com/
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was guilty even though nobody at Infowars has ever asked to review over the 

discovery materials of my federal criminal case. If any of them had reviewed over 

the discovery materials with me at John Coalter’s office years ago, they would 

have felt different and would have believed I was innocent. 

Owen Shroyer was the only employee at Infowars aka Infowars.com who 

did stand up for me and let me talk about my case. For that I am grateful to 

defendant Owen Shroyer. JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com did not exist at the 

time when I had first called into the show of Owen Shroyer in 2017. Despite that, 

Owen Shroyer did stand up for me and did try to have an introduction for me to 

present my story ahead of me speaking at least one time. He didn't have to do that. 

Of all of the Infowars employees who turned against me and likely thought I was 

guilty without ever reviewing over the discovery evidence in my case, Owen 

Shroyer, the Defendant, he did give a care about my story, at least that time I had 

called in. He could have turned his back on me like Stewart Rhodes, Alex Jones, 

Darrin McBreen, and Rob Dew had all done. They all turned against me after I was 

framed with child pornography. Despite the fact that Norm Pattis who represented 

criminal defendants in other cases had been present with Alex Jones on his show in 

2019, while Alex Jones throws a temper tantrum or anger fit and throwing 

accusations as to who could have sent him the child porn in some email or malware 

or whatever. So, Alex Jones the boss of Owen Shroyer according to that broadcast 
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I had been aware of, I was aware that Alex Jones had gotten very angry live on his 

show when somebody tried to frame him with child porn, but yet these same 

people at Infowars seem to believe I am somehow guilty of child porn without ever 

asking to review over the discovery materials in my federal criminal case. I would 

have been happy to arrange a visit at John Scott Coalter's law office back in 2015 

to have Rob Dew or Jon Bowne or even Darrin McBreen review over the 

discovery evidence materials and review over what evidence my family and me 

compiled from our side of the criminal case. Then they can make the determination 

on whether I am really guilty or innocent of child porn before reserving such harsh 

judgments if Infowars had acted as real journalists of ethics by not judging me as 

alternative media until actually reviewing over the very evidence against me and 

then get my side of the story as the defendant in my case. 

Owen Shroyer was the only person who worked for Infowars who did stand 

up for me at least one time if not two times. I am writing this sentencing letter. 

Since the sentencing hearing was set up for I believe for the date of which would 

be September 12, 2023, I may be almost out of time and mailing the sentencing 

letter would have to be either done through Express Mail one day shipping hoping 

the Clerk would forward to the judge immediately, but then the time for the clerk 

to forward the sentencing letter to the judge to review over it and make a decision 

on whether to approve it for filing for the sentencing phase of Owen Shroyer's 
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criminal case, and whether or not it will be used in consideration of Defendant’s 

sentencing. I am making the decision to file this with Norm Pattis, the attorney for 

Owen Shroyer, by having my mother email this to both him and the U.S. Attorney 

people. This sentencing letter is regarding Owen Shroyer's character from my 

contact with him by me calling into his show multiple times. I do believe he cared 

even though it was limited what he could do for me as Alex Jones was his boss, I 

am not his boss. So, Owen Shroyer was limited in what he could do for me as a 

journalist or talk show host. I felt like Owen Shroyer was professional in my 

opinion for the way he handled bringing me up to tell my story on his show in the 

limited time of his broadcast. 

See his second broadcast where I had called in a second time:  

Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alt News on WAR ROOM SHOW (1st HOUR) Monday 

1/15/2018 : Owen Shroyer, Free Speech Systems, LLC, Infowars : Free Download, 

Borrow, and Streaming : Internet Archive https://archive.org/details/uswgo-alt-

news-brian-d.-hill-calls-into-war-room-owen-shroyer-in-2018 (Disclaimer: Link 

and title given by my family to me to type out). 

I believe he is a good person, because he was the only reporter at Infowars 

who had ever went to bat for me after I was set up and he did tell his show 

audience that I had “been under attack” because I (sic.) was a target, for being an 

“independent journalist”, and he didn't treat me as just some regular accused child 

https://archive.org/details/uswgo-alt-news-brian-d.-hill-calls-into-war-room-owen-shroyer-in-2018
https://archive.org/details/uswgo-alt-news-brian-d.-hill-calls-into-war-room-owen-shroyer-in-2018
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pornographer defendant when I have evidence that I was set up which means that I 

am innocent, and the discovery materials had statements which point to me being 

set up with child porn. After I had falsely plead guilty to child porn, the U.S. 

Attorney or at least the certain investigation report had admitted that the alleged 

child porn was of an “unknown series” and that I had no victims. So pretty much 

the Pre-Sentence Report actually admitted things which had shown what I had 

suspected all along, that the child porn case was a fraud and was meant to take 

away my right to freedom of speech and freedom of press by barring me from 

being allowed to use the internet. 

 Owen Shroyer deserves this sentencing letter. I had made harsh 

statements against Infowars and Stewart Rhodes under oath in the same U.S. 

District Court in Washington, DC in the Stewart Rhodes case. See Document #599, 

United States v. RHODES, III, case no. 1:22-cr-00015, (D.D.C. May 23, 2023). 

Harsh statements but truthful. I will not write any harsh statements about Owen 

Shroyer because he was the ONLY INFOWARS EMPLOYEE who actually gave a 

damn (pardon my French) about me being framed with child porn. I believe I was 

targeted and was framed by a malicious prosecution or fraudulent prosecution 

under the Obama Administration by and through their appointed U.S. Attorney 

Ripley Rand when I was charged back in November, 2013. I have seen the 

discovery evidence materials and know for a fact that I saw no blurred child porn 
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thumbnails, I saw no affidavits from Special Agent Rodney White of the N.C. 

State Bureau of Investigation. I saw no confirmation affidavit stating that actual 

child pornography was found. I found no confirmation in the U.S. Attorney's 

discovery evidence materials that the search warrant's claimed child porn files may 

somehow be on my seized computer. None of that was ever confirmed by the U.S. 

Attorney. At least to the best of my knowledge when I had reviewed over the 

packet of papers of the discovery materials. There were repeats of the same 

document printed multiple times to make it appear as though a large stack of 

evidence was held against me and to be used against me, to make me think or 

believe or assume that they had a slam dunk case of guilt against me. I had 

believed at one time that they may have had some kind of a slam dunk due to the 

large stack of papers while I still knew I was set up, I believe I was set up. Then 

later finding out that the child porn case was not what I had thought it was, I could 

have easily beaten that charge and been found not guilty or had the case dismissed. 

I had a bad lawyer, named Eric David Placke and another bad lawyer named John 

Scott Coalter. None of them did any research to prove that I was innocent, at least 

to the best of what I know and understand. My family asked John Scott Coalter in 

2014, while I was in jail, asked him if any child porn was found in the netbook. He 

checked and it said no files of interest were noted or something to that effect. So, it 

had proven that I had given false confession statements in addition to the 
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contradictions in the search warrant and SBI case file. The entire child porn case 

was a malicious prosecution or fraudulent prosecution in my opinion to the best of 

my knowledge and to the best of my belief. That was why I had wanted to share 

my story with Owen Shroyer on his talk show. 

I understand why Owen Shroyer had plead guilty. 

Now as to me and not Owen, I had plead guilty to something I am innocent 

of. The cards were stacked against me and I didn’t even know what was in the 

forensic report so I had assumptions that they must have had a case against me in 

order to get the grand jury indictment, and that was why I had pushed so hard for a 

presidential pardon to be somehow acquitted. I almost got that pardon from Donald 

Trump, almost would have been pardoned because of Roger Stone who had my 

affidavit of innocence which I had wanted him at the time in December 2020 to 

present to the President when it was Donald Trump. 

Anyways, I am not upset that Owen Shroyer had plead guilty. He is his own 

man and makes his own decisions for his case. 

As to my case as to why I had called into Own Shroyer’s show, it was 

because I was wrongfully convicted because innocent people get convicted of 

crimes all over the United States of America. The Innocence Project addresses 

those concerns with the introduction of DNA evidence or any other strong enough 
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evidence of innocence. Innocent people like me plead guilty and falsely confess to 

crimes they are innocent of. 

Now Owen Shroyer knows his own case, and I don’t know the details of his 

case, I have not seen his discovery, so I cannot give any viewpoint about why he 

plead guilty. I am just giving my opinions about me falsely pleading guilty and as 

to why I had called into his show to get my story out there. 

I think Owen Shroyer is a good person. He doesn't deserve prison time. I 

think he should be given a reprieve. He helped me present my public statements on 

his show about me being set up with child porn. The court, Norm Pattis, and the 

U.S. Attorney can review over the clips of me calling into his show two times. I 

feel that Owen Shroyer gave me a chance when Alex Jones turned his back on me. 

Darrin McBreen and Rob Dew turned their backs on me, Owen Shroyer was the 

only one who didn't turn his back on me in both 2017 and 2018. I do understand 

that he can't cover every criminal case on his show as he had at least tried to 

explain that in his way to me in 2018 in broadcast when I had called in if I 

remember correctly, but he didn't outright turn his back on me. He treated me 

differently than the other Infowars employees who turned against me after I was 

framed with child porn. 
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 I have to tell the truth, and I feel that Owen Shroyer deserves a 

sentencing letter where I honestly tell the Court that Owen Shroyer gave me a 

chance to explain to his show audience about my case because I believe I am 

innocent of child porn, and Owen let me bring up about my case. I believe I was 

set up, I always believed that I was set up with child porn. That belief has not 

changed since I was raided by Mayodan Police on August 28, 2012, and me being 

charged in November of 2013. Despite my false guilty plea and false confession, I 

still believed I was set up and was a target for my acts of alternative media 

independent journalist at uswgo.com. 

 

To the best of my belief, Owen Shroyer is a good person who did let me 

speak on his talk show. I do not believe he deserves prison time but deserves a 

reprieve for the good he has done for people including myself. He deserves a 

reprieve in his upcoming sentence at the sentencing hearing. 

 

I declare that I am In Forma Pauperis. I am under IFP status in the Middle 

District of North Carolina in case no. 1:13-cr-435-1, and that status is still not 

revoked. If the Clerk or any officer of the court such as the counsel of record can 

file this sentencing letter or use it at Owen Shroyer’s sentencing hearing, then that 

is great. If I need to file an IFP form of any kind, I am willing to do so. I wish for 
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my sentencing letter to be filed. Thank You for the time and attention to reading 

this sentencing letter. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on September 9, 2023. 

Respectfully filed with the Court, this the 9th day of September, 2023. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

_________________________ 

Signed 

Brian D. Hill (Pro Se) 

310 Forest Street, Apartment 2 

Martinsville, Virginia 24112 

Phone #: (276) 790-3505 

 
Former U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News reporter 

I stand with Q Intelligence and Lin Wood – Drain the Swamp 

JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com 

USWGO.COM // JUSTICEFORUSWGO.NL 

 

Declaration Filer Brian David Hill also requests with the Court that a copy of this 

pleading be served upon the Government and all counsel of record as stated in 28 

U.S.C. § 1915(d), that “The officers of the court shall issue and serve all process, 

and preform all duties in such cases. Witnesses shall attend as in other cases, and 

the same remedies shall be available as are provided for by law in other cases”. 

Petitioner requests that copies be served with the U.S. Attorney office of 

Washington, DC via CM/ECF Notice of Electronic Filing ("NEF") email, by 

facsimile if the Government consents, or upon U.S. Mail. Thank You! 
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Friend’s justice site: JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com 

JusticeForUSWGO.NL; https://wp.me/p9wgvv-2RB  

 

   

https://wp.me/p9wgvv-2RB

